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Samsung galaxy s5 for sale near me
CC BY 2.0/Karlis Dambrans/Flickr The Android-Apple battle isn’t going anywhere fast. And if you ask fans on either side why they choose their phones, you might get a vague answer or a puzzled expression. But when you check out our reasons to choose a Samsung Galaxy S8 over the competition, you’ll be able to clearly answer anyone who dares to
ask.Its Design RocksBefore the launch of the Samsung Galaxy S8, Apple had a major competitive edge when it came to design. But once Samsung unveiled this sleek gem, the tides shifted, and more people recognized how cool a Galaxy phone really could be. With its large screen, compact size and bezel-less display, the Galaxy S8 blows its
competitors right out of the water.It Has a Great CameraNot only does the camera perform well in low-light, Samsung also redesigned it to add a front-facing lens, so you can up your selfie game. Both the front- and rear-facing cameras boast adaptive features like the autofocus in the front and the dual pixel center in the back. Add 4K video
capabilities to the mix, and you can quickly see that this is no ordinary cell phone camera.BixbySure, your Apple friends have been asking Siri silly questions for a while now. But with the Galaxy S8, you can access what Samsung calls an “intelligent interface” that does everything from personal shopping to performing as your virtual assistant. Over
time, Samsung plans to connect Bixby to all its smart appliances.Better Business with DeXIf you use your phone for professional purposes, you’re going to love DeX. This feature allows you to hook your Samsung Galaxy S8 to a dock, keyboard and monitor to instantly transform it into a desktop computer. It boasts fast boots, the ability to run multiple
applications without lag and some impressive multitasking muscle. You Get Expandable StorageUntil the Galaxy S8, it seemed like getting a phone with a microSD card slot was just a pipe dream. But now it’s a reality. The S8 comes with a standard 64GB of storage. The Samsung Galaxy S8 also comes with a Nano SIM and a MicroSD slot to expand
your storage capabilities up to 256GB. MORE FROM ASK.COM Version Global • 2GB • 16GB 4 versions View more Its resolution is more than enough to satisfy the most demanding users. Perfect if you want screen size and do not mind sacrificing usability or worries you transport it. Note that we are talking about a mobile considerable size and if
not convince you finally going to be hard to get used to living with. We can say that not being particularly fine, it is not perceived as a fat phone. Surely with a millimeter less we would be talking about an improvement in its exceptional design. The manufacturer has decided to use the best materials for the construction of this mobile and this ensures
that will not disappoint even the most demanding of users. The processing capacity of this mobile is able to surprise the most demanding of users, this can be yours if you want to squeeze the maximum and get satisfactory results. Its camera is perfect, always ensuring a high quality photos that will allow us to immortalize your best moments thanks to
have it always at hand. If this is one of the characteristics that you value most in a mobile, it can be your better election. Its storage capacity covers the average needs of the mortal users do not think this mobile as a portable hard disk. Thanks to the Gorilla screen of this phone, you can forget about having to protect it to prevent scratches. Its battery
meets perfectly. It ensures you maximum durability even with intensive use. It is your phone if you want to forget to go looking for plugs everywhere.Finding the best price for the Samsung Galaxy S5 is no easy task. Here you will find where to buy the Samsung Galaxy S5 at the best price. Prices are continuously tracked in over 140 stores so that you
can find a reputable dealer with the best priceRead More Brand Samsung Aliases SM-G900S, SM-G900F, SM-G900I, SM-G900K, SM-G900L, SM-G900M, SM-G900A, AM-G900T, SM-G900V, SM-G900R4, SM-G900P Best SellersSmartphones by Samsung Samsung Galaxy S5 • Global · 2GB · 32GB Samsung Galaxy S5 • Global · 2GB · 16GB $ 113
Samsung Galaxy S5 • Global · 2GB · 16GB · Active $ 99 Samsung Galaxy S5 • Global · 2GB · 16GB · Neo $ 214 Release dateFebruary 2014, 8 years agoPredecessorSamsung Galaxy S4 I9500From $ 173SuccessorsSamsung Galaxy S6 1 Resolution 16 Mpx Sensor Samsung S5K2P2XX Type ISOCELL Aperture ƒ/ 2.2 ISO -- Pixel size 1.12 µm Sensor size
1/2.6 Flash LED Optical Stabilisation No Slow Motion Video No, 30 fps Features Digital zoomDigital image stabilizationAutofocusTouch focusContinuous shootingGeotaggingHDRFace detectionWhite balance settingsISO settingsMore smartphones with S5K2P2XX lens modelMore smartphones with LED Resolution 2 Mpx Sensor Unknown Type -Aperture ƒ/ -- Pixel size -- DxOMark Score View on DxOMark Mobile Kimovil Frequency CheckerThere is not need supporting all bands for having coverage in the different types of networks. For example, if it does not support one band, could make you not to have 4G coverage in rural areas or having bad coverage inside buildings, but having it
without problems in cities.Report an error.4G LTE B1 (2100), B3 (1800), B5 (850), B7 (2600), B8 (900), B20 (800)3G B1 (2100), B2 (1900), B5 (850), B8 (900)2G B2 (1900), B3 (1800), B5 (850), B8 (900)Type Single SIM (Micro SIM) SIM cards (MiniSIM) can be cut to MicroSIM, MicroSIM can be cut to NanoSIM and a SIM can even be cut to a
NanoSIM (although not recommended). Download this SIM Cutting Template and forget about having to ask your operator for a new SIM... Standards 802.11a , 802.11b , 802.11g , 802.11n , 802.11n 5GHz , 802.11ac Others Dual band Wi-Fi Hotspot Wi-Fi Direct Version Bluetooth 4.0 LELow energy consumption Profiles A2DP (Advanced Audio
Distribution Profile) AVRCP (Audio/Visual Remote Control Profile) DIP (Device ID Profile) HFP (Hands-Free Profile) HID (Human Interface Profile) HSP (Headset Profile) LE (Low Energy) MAP (Message Access Profile) PAN (Personal Area Networking Profile) OPP (Object Push Profile) PBAP/PAB (Phone Book Access Profile) HOGP Supports GPS, AGPS, GLONASS Charging Yes Host Yes Mass Storage Yes USB On-The-Go (OTG) Yes European measurement 0.562 W/Kg on head, 0.406 W/Kg on bodyThe European Union sets a limit of 2 W/kg averaged over 10 grams of tissue.American measurement 1.200 W/Kg on head, 1.580 W/Kg on bodyThe FCC limit is 1.6 W/kg measured in a volume of 1
gram of tissueWhat is the SAR of Samsung Galaxy S5?NFC Yes Audio Jack Yes Radio FM No Computer sync Yes OTA sync Yes Infrared Yes Tethering. Yes DLNA Yes ANT+ Yes Mirrorlink Yes Screen7.9Performance7.4Camera7.3Connectivity8.5Battery6.3Want to comment on the Samsung Galaxy S5?It'll only take a minute, you'll help people
decide.Overall it's a good device but doesn't recommend for the present...I have using Samsung S5 global edition since 2016 but there weren't any issues or troubleshoot except battery issues and some display issues when turning off,but it's not a huge issue because it occurs when I'm turning the display off. Although now I even don't have a power
button it lasted till this january. Overall I'm not well satisfied about the gaming performance due to lagging and battery issues but now there are many issues with Google services they are crashing again & again. Screen9.0Performance4.0Camera7.2Connectivity10Battery0.0I bought the phone about two months after release, I currently still use it,
though to have a smoother phone with better performance, I flashed a different ROM, a different kernel and a different recovery. I also use Evie launcher, its simple, lightweight and very useful. Though nowadays the phone has lag if the internal memory is close to full, or when an application is using a lot of ram. One weird thing I had since a year is
that the phones freezes and has a black screen when I use flash to take photos if the night display mode is on (the feature that makes your screen turn orangy). I'm looking to replace it atm just to be sure I don't lose its data, though I'm sure it can do another 2 yearsstill perfectly useable for the latest social media apps and for browsing the websmooth
when mutlitasking between social mediabuilt to last 5+ years (if you care well for it) mid- to high-end cpu for todays standardssnapdragon 801 2.5ghz (2.8ghz overclocked)able to run android 7 smoothly, android 8 gave lagmutlitasking becomes hard thanks to app updating for phones with more ramcan no longer run high demanding gamesthe camera
is bad for macro, easily out of focuscan get warmcan freeze if internal memory is below 1gb freehorrible nightshots, only sees light sources a bitScreen8.7Performance7.0Camera6.7Connectivity7.6Battery7.0View all reviews about the Samsung Galaxy S5: These are the main features and specifications of the Samsung Galaxy S5:Screen: 5.1" Super
AmoledResolution: 1080 x 1920 px · FHDRAM: 2GBStorage: 16GB - 32GBProcessor: Qualcomm Snapdragon 801 MSM8974ACThe price of the Samsung Galaxy S5 in United States varies between 98$ and 213$ depending on the specific version and its features. Below you can see the current prices for the different Samsung Galaxy S5 versions:
Samsung Galaxy S5 - Global · 2GB · 16GB: $ 112 Samsung Galaxy S5 - Global · 2GB · 16GB · Active: $ 98 Samsung Galaxy S5 - Global · 2GB · 16GB · Neo: $ 213The Samsung Galaxy S5 has an average score of 7.9 based on Kimovil user ratings.The Samsung Galaxy S5 battery has a capacity of 2800 mAh, and the estimated battery life is one day
according to Kimovil users.The Samsung Galaxy S5 is available in 4 colours: Black, White, Blue and Gold.The Samsung Galaxy S5 was unveiled on Monday, February 24, 2014.The Samsung Galaxy S5 has a rear camera and its main sensor is Samsung S5K2P2XX with a resolution of 16Mpx. The information on this web site is not guaranteed. Kimovil is
not responsible for inaccuracies, omissions or any other error in the information. Any warranties regarding this information are disclaimed. Total or partial reproduction of this site is prohibited in any manner without prior written permission. The trademarks, logos and device manufacturers, software, etc. are the property of their respective
owners.Report an Error
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